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Global Scaling Relations 
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Each Point: 
Average over a 
whole galaxy disk 
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A Multiwavelength View of Gas and SF in Disks 



Stars vs. Atomic Gas 

Op5cal	   HI	   NGC	  6946	  

Image	  credit:	  R.	  Boosma	  PhD	  Thesis	  



Stars vs. Molecular Gas 

Op5cal	   H2	  (CO)	   NGC	  6946	  

HERACLES	  



What’s in a Point? 

  
•  Convolve all targets to “1 kpc resolution.” 
 
•  Sample CO, HI, IR, Opt., UV on a 500 pc-spaced hexagonal grid. 

•  For sensitivity, CO “spectral stacking” to obtain deep profiles (Schruba+ ‘11). 
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Gas Surface Density 

Each Point: 
Azimuthal average 
(ring) in one galaxy 

SF and Gas Across the Optical Disk 

WONG & BLITZ ’02, KENNICUTT+ ‘07, BIGIEL+ ’08, 11, SCHRUBA+ ‘11 

•  Inside galaxies: Strong correlation between SFR and H2 

•  No correlation between SFR and HI 

•  SFR and total gas driven by molecular gas fraction 



•  Classical “Thresholds” can be understood as change in 
molecular gas fraction 

Each Point: 
Azimuthal average 
(ring) in one galaxy SCHRUBA+ ‘11 
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SF and Gas Across the Optical Disk 



SF and Gas at Large Radii 

Op5cal	   HI	   NGC	  6946	  

Image	  credit:	  R.	  Boosma	  PhD	  Thesis	  



SF and Gas at Large Radii 

Op5cal	   HI	   NGC	  6946	  

Image	  credit:	  R.	  Boosma	  PhD	  Thesis	  



SF and Gas at Large Radii 

Op5cal	   HI	   NGC	  6946	  

Image	  credit:	  R.	  Boosma	  PhD	  Thesis	  



SF and Gas at Large Radii 

M83	  -‐	  THINGS	  HI	  M83	  -‐	  GALEX	  FUV	  

BIGIEL+ ‘10 



MOUSTAKAS+ ‘10 

Metallicities at Large Radii 

BRESOLIN+ ‘09 

M83 



SF and Gas at Large Radii 

BIGIEL+ ‘10 

Contours: 
Data point density; 1 kpc resolution 

Log HI+H2 Surface Density 
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SF and Gas at High Densities 

BIGIEL+ ‘10 
Contours: 
Data point density; 1 kpc resolution 

Log HI+H2 Surface Density 
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Figure 1. Comparison of molecular gas masses and total IR bolometric luminosities: BzK galaxies (red filled circles; D10), z ! 0.5 disk galaxies (red filled triangles;
F. Salmi et al. 2010, in preparation), z = 1–2.3 normal galaxies (Tacconi et al. 2010; brown crosses), SMGs (blue empty squares; Greve et al. 2005; Frayer et al. 2008;
Daddi et al. 2009a, 2009b), QSOs (green triangles; see Riechers et al. 2006), local ULIRGs (black crosses; Solomon et al. 1997), and local spirals (black filled squares,
Leroy et al. 2009; black filled triangles, Wilson et al. 2009). The two nearby starbursts M82 and the nucleus of NGC 253 are also shown (data from Weiß et al. 2001;
Houghton et al. 1997; Kaneda et al. 2009). The solid line (Equation (1), slope of 1.31 in the left panel) is a fit to local spirals and BzK galaxies and the dotted line is
the same relation shifted in normalization by 1.1 dex. The dashed line in the left panel is a possible double power-law fit to spirals and BzK galaxies. For guidance,
two vertical lines indicate SFR = 2 and 200 M" yr#1 in the right panel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

These allow us to study more typical high-redshift galaxies
with SFRs much larger than those of local spirals but less
extreme than those of distant SMGs. The sample of six CO-
detected z = 1.5 normal (BzK-selected) galaxies is presented
in D10. We also use CO detections of three near-IR selected
disk galaxies at z = 0.5. A detailed discussion of the z = 0.5
data set will be presented elsewhere (F. Salmi et al. 2010, in
preparation). For comparison, we also show measurements for
normal CO-detected galaxies at z = 1–2.3 from Tacconi et al.
(2010), although we do not use these in our analysis. These new
observations are placed in context with the literature data for
ULIRGs, SMGs, and local samples of disk galaxies.

In order to investigate the location of these populations of
normal high-z galaxies in the gas mass versus SFR plane, either
for the integrated properties or for the surface densities, a crucial
ingredient is, again, the !CO conversion factor. Comparing
the dynamical and stellar mass estimates, D10 derive a high
!CO = 3.6 ± 0.8 M" (K km s#1 pc2)#1 for the BzK galaxies8,
quite similar to that for local spirals (!CO = 4.6). This is not
unexpected, given the evidence that the z ! 1.5 near-IR selected
galaxies appear to be high-redshift analogs of local disks with
enhanced gas content (see, e.g., discussions in Daddi et al. 2008,
2010; Dannerbauer et al. 2009; Tacconi et al. 2010, and later in
this Letter). In the following, we adopt this value of !CO = 3.6
for the z = 0.5–2.5 normal galaxies9 and the “consensus”
value for the other populations (!CO = 4.6 for local spirals,
!CO = 0.8 for local (U)LIRGs and distant SMGs/QSOs), and
explore the consequences for the relation between gas masses
and IR luminosities/SFRs.

8 This conversion factor refers to the total gas mass, including H i, H2, and
helium, in their proportion within the half-light radius.
9 Tacconi et al. (2010) assume a similar factor.

Figure 1 is equivalent to Figure 13 in D10, after replacing
L$

CO with MH2. The right panel shows the ratio of LIR to MH2
plotted versus LIR. The implied gas consumption timescales
("gas = MH2/SFR; right panel of Figure 1) are 0.3–0.8 Gyr for
the BzK galaxies,10 about 2–3 times that for spirals, and over
1 order of magnitude smaller for local (U)LIRGs and distant
SMGs. In a simple picture, this finding can be interpreted in
terms of two major SF modes: a long-lasting mode appropriate
for disks, that holds for both local spirals and distant BzK
galaxies, and a rapid starburst mode appropriate for ULIRGs,
local starbursts like M82 or the nucleus of NGC 253, and distant
SMGs/QSOs. For the disk galaxies we formally fit

log LIR/L" = 1.31 % log MH2/M" # 2.09, (1)

with an error on the slope of 0.09 and a scatter of 0.22 dex.
Combining ULIRGs and SMGs we find that they define a trend
with a similar slope, but with about 10 times higher LIR at fixed
MH2.

A similar picture applies to the surface densities (Figure 2).
We here use the original K98 measurements for local spirals
and (U)LIRGs, but apply our choice of !CO and a Chabrier
(2003) IMF. For consistency with the K98 relation, we measure
!gas adding H i and H2 for spirals, and H2 for IR-luminous
galaxies, in Figures 2 and 3. The results would not change if we
had used H2 only for all galaxies. Values for SMGs are taken
from Bouché et al. (2007). For the BzK galaxies, we derive
gas and SFR surface densities using the UV rest-frame (SFR)
sizes. These are consistent with the CO sizes (D10) but are

10 We apply a conversion SFR[M" yr#1] = 10#10 % LIR/L", treating the
two quantities as equivalent. In the case that a significant active galactic
nucleus (AGN) contribution affects LIR (e.g., for the QSOs), SFRs would be
correspondingly lower.
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SF and Gas at High Densities 



SF and Gas at High Densities 

BIGIEL+ ‘10 
Contours: 
Data point density; 1 kpc resolution 
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Log HI+H2 Surface Density 

•  When galaxy disks are resolved, the relationship between total 
gas and SFR is complex and depends on environment 



•  Galaxy-to-galaxy scatter from CO-SFR relation: 

SCHRUBA+ ’11 

Each Point: 
Azimuthal average 
(ring) in one galaxy 

Scatter in the SF-H2 Relation 



LEROY+ SUBMITTED 

SFR/CO Varies With Mass and Metallicity 
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Each Point: 
Whole-galaxy average 

Stellar Mass 

Metallicity Dust-to-Gas Ratio 

Gas Surface Density Rotation Velocity Orbital Time 

Specific SFR Morphology 



LEROY+ SUBMITTED 

Conversion Factor Variations? 
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Gas – Star Formation Scaling Relations  
In Disk Galaxies 

•   Stars form where the gas is molecular. 
 SFR TRACERS CORRELATE ~LINEARLY WITH CO EVEN WHERE MOST GAS IS HI. 

•     SFR-gas scalings depend on environment (ISM conditions)  
 and gas phase. 

 
•   To first order, SFR/H2 is fixed in big, normal disks. 

  
o   Low mass, low metallicity galaxies show depressed CO. 

 MOST SENSIBLE EXPLANATION ARE XCO VARIATIONS.  

o   Star formation in starbursts/ULIRGS appears more efficient. 
 MOST SENSIBLE EXPLANATION IS ENHANCED GAS DENSITY. 

 
o    Low star formation efficiencies in outer galaxy disks. 
        


